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Season 0, Episode 14
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Cast Impressions: Season One



Scott Bakula talks about becoming the first captain of the first starship named "Enterprise." Jolene Blalock talks about the initial relationship between T'Pol and Captain Archer. Connor Trinneer talks about the scene with Trip and T'Pol in the decontamination room from the pilot. John Billingsley talks about the back story of Dr. Phlox and how he took the small amount of back story he got from the producers to shape the character including a bird call that the pilot director did not like and was cut out never to be heard again.  Linda Park talks about Hoshi Sato and much she and the character were alike and yet different. Dominic Keating talks about how he got cast for Enterprise.  Anthony Montgomery talks about his excitement the first day at the helm on the bridge set. The cast talk about working on a Star Trek show and the influence of the "Roddenberry Vision" of humanity's future.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
date unknown
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